Evaluation Grading Information

To be considered a **Satisfactory** organization:
Chapters must meet 75% of all requirements.
Chapters must submit chapter goals.

To be considered a **Commendable** organization:
Chapters must meet 80% of all requirements.
Chapters must meet 50% of all achieved requirements at the commendable level.
Chapters must submit and meet at least two goals at either the satisfactory or commendable level.

For Organizations below the **Satisfactory** requirement (starting in 2013):
Chapters who fail to meet the satisfactory requirements will be reaccredited in the spring semester.
This process will involve a proposal for reaccreditation which outlines the chapter’s relevance, shows how the values of the chapter are upheld by members and chapter decision making, and extrapolates on how those values support the Gettysburg institutional mission. The chapter will then present to a panel who will either approve or deny the reaccreditation effort. Chapters will face social event restrictions during the reaccreditation process, or for chapters who fail the reaccreditation.